An exhibition showcasing the work of
four individual artists and one association

Vincent Girardin « Jardin d’images » Photography on Wood

Roaming alongside lakeshores and mountain ridges, Vincent loves to reveal and share
the subtility and the raw beauty of nature in his printed images on various supports
and shapes. Superimposing images on natural materials ensures that every piece is
unique and serves to enhance each piece’s connection to the natural world.
www.lejardindimages.ch

Marie Azzalini-Hiroz Paintings (watercolor and oil)

In Marie’s work, we talk about places. Those of this valley where she resides and
whose landscapes she likes to paint in watercolor or oil. Two very different techniques
but with which she makes light compositions, such as apparitions that emerge from
the sheet of paper or the linen canvas whose edges she leaves blank.
www.terrecoloree.ch

Arnaud Hiroz Sculptures

A sensitive and strong soul at the same time, delicatness formulated by the volutes
and arabesques of his sculptures, strength by the control of fire and metal. Receptive
to the world of the elements of the Earth, Arnaud transmits us their energy.
www.crea-fer.ch

Laura Porteous Paintings (oil on canvas)

Drawing from the local surroundings and places she’s travelled, Laura expresses the
landscapes she admires and loves as she remembers them. Referencing her own
photos, she puts her own mark on their reality and uses both a palette knife and brush
to create her work.
www.lauraporteousart.com

SKIBROA Association Furniture and objects

This project focuses on extending the life of used skis and snowboards. Through a
process of re- & upcycling, SKIBROA creates original and practical indoor and outdoor
furnishings and purposeful objects. The association encourages creative innovation and
leads searches that seek solutions for used equipment otherwise destined for destruction.
www.skibroa.org

July 22 - August 14, 2022 | Le Farinet, Place Centrale, Verbier

Open everyday 4pm - 8 pm | Vernissage July 22, 5 pm - 9 pm | Special events on certain days (see Facebook event)
PURUP ? the « Pure Energy » of Verbier + a positive attitude « up »
#purupverbier

